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AIM

The minimum quench energy (MQE) and normal zone
propagation velocity (NZPV) of a state-of-the-art YBCO
coated conductor sample (SuperPower SCS 4050) was
measured over a wide range of temperatures (25 – 50 K),
currents (30-500 A) and parallel magnetic fields (6-14 T).
Knowledge of these quantities under relevant operational
conditions is relevant for the design of thermally stable
and adequately protected devices. Earlier literature data
mostly cover higher temperatures, lower currents and/or
lower magnetic fields. The experimental data set is compared to analytical expressions and a straightforward 1-D
numerical model.

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

SUMMARY

University of Twente developed a unique setup for
NZP experiments for measuring Vnzp and MQE
under quasi-adiabatic conditions in ReBCO
coated conductors as function of T, B and I.

MQE
- Increases with T at fixed % of Ic
- Decreases with I at fixed T
- Factor 5 difference between model and experiment
- Heater efficiency poses uncertainty
- Assumed 20% of energy from heater to tape
Vnzp
- Decreases with T at fixed % of Ic
- Increases with I at fixed T
- Power law behavior: Vnzp scales with I1.5
- More surprisingly hardly no dependence on B or T
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- In our experimental window, the NZPV depends mainly
on sample current and hardly at all on T or B.
- The current-dependence is well described by a straightforward power-law and corresponds to within 20% with
both analytical and numerical model predictions.
- Agreement between models and MQE data are qualitatively reasonable but quantitatively less satisfactory, due
to uncertainties in the quench heater efficiency.

